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This study analyzes the primary and secondary frequency controls of the power system.
Further, the article discusses the high-level understanding of keeping a selected feeder’s
power supply during an upstream fault condition. The Sri Lankan power system is taken as
a case study. Due to the high penetration of wind and solar injection to the Sri Lankan
power system, the inertia of the system has been reduced drastically. Simulations have
been carried out on a single feeder as it is impracticable to install a large battery energy
storage system (BESS). The problems of dynamic stability of the current system due to
high solar power penetration are analyzed. The repercussions of these problems to the
power system are then discussed related to the stability of the system where there is
severe machine tripping. Remedial action needed to be taken to increase the power quality
of the power system, namely, BESS and supercapacitors are presented. A comparison of
the inertia of the current system and the system when conventional power replaces solar
power is also analyzed. The article addresses on how fast-active power injection could be
used as an uninterrupted power supply to the selected feeder. It also states the fact that in
the case of underfrequency load shedding, the feeder will not experience a power outage
due to the BESS. However, BESS limitation and cost analysis are not discussed
extensively. The results of analysis show that the selected feeder has uninterrupted
power even though the grid was disconnected. Further, an approach is also taken to
establish the required reactive power to the feeder as well. Method of combining virtual
inertia with inverters is discussed here. All simulations conducted were based on real
feeders and data.

Keywords: battery energy storage system, supercapacitors, dynamic stability, dynamic frequency response, solar
PV, inertia constant, fast-active power injection, UPS

INTRODUCTION

Small power systems are prone to having reductions in their inertia with the increasing penetration of
renewable energy and consequent loss of the rotating mass of conventional generation. De-loading
and integration of energy storage are two methods that can be used to control the frequency and the
inertia when renewable energy sources (RESs) are present (Dreidy et al., 2017).

The Sri Lankan power system, with a dispatchable capacity of 5,000 MW in 2020, has a 7% solar
contribution during the day peak. As the system increases its solar penetration, the system’s
rotational masses are being replaced by PV plants which comprise zero inertia. This decreases
the strength of the system, and because of that, the angle stability would not be achieved even in a case
of a minor fault in the system. The National Energy Policy (National Energy Policy and Strategies of
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Sri Lanka, 2019), which was gazetted on the 9th of August 2019,
states about establishing reliable supply to all consumers and
facing the challenges created due to non-dispatchable power
generation. The 2008 energy policy focuses more on 100%
electrification and the 2019 policy focuses more on renewable
energy development. The main objective of the National Energy
Policy is to make energy an affordable and a reliable service.

Under enhancing the share of renewable energy, the policy
dictates that research should be conducted to overcome adverse
impacts of renewable energy absorption to the power system from
intermittent sources such as wind and solar energy. It further
expands its scope in 3.7.7 by encouraging energy system storage
solutions for firming intermittent renewable sources, voltage and
frequency regulation, local grid support, peak shaving, and
improving grid resilience.

Section 3.9 of the policy states about future investments about
securing land for energy infrastructure. It further states that the
best sites are to be located for large-scale renewable energy
infrastructure such as wind and solar farms.

A master plan to identify the best sites to locate large-scale
renewable infrastructure such as wind and solar farms was to be
formulated and published by the end of 2019 with a development
time horizon 2020–2025.

Potential offered by vehicle energy storage systems (ESSs) was
also to be studied considering ESSs as a local standby energy
storage device, deploying those as an automated demand
response (ADR) option and a load profile management too.

Small-scale on-grid distributed and off-grid stand-alone
applications using renewable energy with local value addition
were encouraged as an economic development thrust.

Therefore, it is evident that the future challenges were
identified, and the National Energy Policy confirms it. The
policy encourages research to be carried out to mitigate the
issue. The objective of the article is to present a control
mechanism for fast-active power injectors in case of a fault so
that the consumers will have an uninterrupted power supply even
though large disturbances occur in the system.

With the increase of solar penetration, the dynamic stability
has been reduced. The frequency response of such system when
10% of the conventional generation is rejected has been analyzed.
The frequency response of the system in the same case when
conventional generation is present is discussed later.

The study also consists of a discussion of installing the BESS
around the world and its contribution to achieve dynamic
stability.

The fourth section addresses the problem by incorporating a
generator with unity power factor to be activated as soon as a
tripping of a generator occurs. Simulations and discussions are
carried out in that section to determine the frequency response of
the system when various capacities of generators are taken out of
the system. This section is followed by the fifth section where an
analysis is done in a single feeder. The feeder is modeled in such a
way that there will be a power injection as soon as the grid is
disconnected due to UFLS. To establish a smooth transition
between the grid and the BESS, the virtual synchronous
generator (VSG) concept is incorporated. Simulations are also
carried out by combining the VSG with grid following inverters.

Currently, there is no method in the country to control the
frequency or the voltages in the grid via renewable generation
plants.

• Mega lithium-ion battery by Tesla in Australia,
• Imperial irrigation district in California installing the BESS
to improve reliability,

• Golden valley electric association uses the Ni–Cd BESS as
spinning reserves,

• Danish power system installing the BESS for primary
frequency control are some of the implementations of the
BESS. Apart from the third, the rest use the BESS to improve
the reliability. Therefore, transient stability is not addressed.
Furthermore, large systems such as the Australian power
system and the American power system will not be affected
due to small disturbances unlike the small systems such as in
Sri Lanka. Due to this, the need of addressing this issue in
countries with large inertia constants is minimum.

The article consists of a discussion which is carried out to
evaluate the possibility of achieving dynamic stability of the Sri
Lankan power system in case of a disturbance by using the BESS.
The study focuses on the Sri Lankan power system, as this is a case
study. The outcome of the results is to be used in other low-inertia
power systems as well as distribution feeders.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Steady-State Frequency Response
The frequency response of a machine in the power system is a
function of the inertia constant as given in Eq. 1.

_Δf � − f0
2HSBDload

Δf +
_f0

2HSB
(ΔPm − ΔPload), (1)

where f0 is the nominal frequency, Δf is the frequency
difference, D is the damping factor, H is the inertia constant,
and SB is the nominal rating of the generator

Equation 1 shows that the rate of change of frequency _Δf
varies inversely as the inertia constant H. Since the inertia
constant of the solar cells is zero, even a small disturbance
would cause a large frequency variation unless combined with
high-inertia devices.

The steady-state frequency response of the Sri Lankan system
was simulated with solar power injection at day peak.

Analysis of the case study was carried out with the total solar
penetration at 247 MW from a total system generation of
2,717 MW. As the power output of solar generation is heavily
dependent on solar irradiance, solar PV is usually considered as
non-dispatchable. In the PSS/E simulation, several rooftop solar
generations were lumped to have a total zero-inertia capacity of
247 MW to the 33 kV bus bar at the grid substations.

Dynamic-Stage Frequency Response
In case of a large disturbance, the system could be affected in large
signal stability. As per Kimbark (1995), the classical method of
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inertia calculation is defined. Since angle stability has been
considered in a large contingency, the variation of the angle is
defined as below.

Δδ � Δt[ω(n−32) +
ΔtPa(n−1)

M
] , (2)

where Δδ is the deviation of load angle, Δt is the time step of
simulation, and n is the time step number.

The derivative of the angle determines the frequency of the
system.

Two scenarios were considered in the study to observe the
frequency behavior of the system. In one, the solar penetration is
247 MW, while in the other, only conventional generation is
present. The disturbance was created by withdrawing a
conventional generation of 275 MW from the system. With
such a sudden reduction of generation, the frequency
instantaneously dropped, as seen in Figure 1, for the cases
with and without the presence of solar PV.

In both cases, the frequency is seen to settle back due to the
load-shedding schemes incorporated in the system. From
Figure 1, it is seen that the recovery of the frequency in the
system is slower with solar power generation than that without
solar power but with more rotational mass. This comparison is
shown in Figure 1, where the same contingency is applied to two
scenarios with one having no solar penetration.

The sampling time of the PSSE simulation is 0.005 s, and at the
10th second, as per Figure 1, a contingency occurs. A generator
injecting 275 MW from a system having a load of 2,718 MW has
been tripped. The initial frequency difference in the scenario
when solar injection is present is 0.003605 Hz, and the frequency
change when solar injection is not present is 0.0033484 Hz.
Therefore, there is a decrement of change of frequency by 7%
when 247 MW of solar power has been replaced by conventional
hydro generation.

In the study by Aluthge et al. (2020), it was stated that the
inertia of the system that was modeled was 3.97 s when solar
penetration is present and 4.26 s when solar power is been
replaced by conventional generation. The difference of
frequency deviation was due to this inertia difference.

Two more scenarios were considered with hydropower
generation maximized in one and thermal power in the other

(Figure 2). It is evident that the hydro maximum scenario settles
at a lesser frequency than in the other two. This is because the
governor responses have reached maximum in the hydro max
situation but not in the other two cases where the frequency
settles at the nominal frequency. In a scenario where hydro power
is maximum, when the connected machines deliver maximum
power, there is no way to increase the power further. It is also seen
that the rate of recovery in the thermal maximum scenario is less
than that in the remaining systems due to slow governor
response. In the simulations, even rooftop solar was lumped
together and modeled as large solar farms.

A certain drawback in Sri Lanka at present is that the domestic
solar generation is directly coupled to the low-voltage distribution
network. Therefore, when load shedding operates, rooftop solar
also gets cut-off. So, the actual frequency response might deviate
from that presented. The load shedding criteria used for different
stages in Sri Lanka are as follows:

Stage 1. 48.75 Hz for 100 ms
Stage 2. 48.50 Hz for 500 ms
Stage 3. 48.25 Hz for 500 ms
Stage 4. 48 Hz for 500 ms or 49 Hz + df/dt > 0.85 Hz/s for
100 ms
Stage 5. 47 Hz instantaneous or 49 Hz + df/dt > 0.85 Hz/s for
100 ms
Stage 6. 49 Hz + df/dt > 1 Hz/s for 100 ms

In Figure 2, as per the shedding criteria, only the second
stage has operated as expected as the minimum frequency
recorded was 48.41 Hz. If more than one load shedding stage
had operated, the simulation data will not be accurate as load
shedding decreases the PV generation too. This can lead to a
further reduction of power and a further drop in frequency,
eventually leading to a total black out of the system. Currently,
in Sri Lanka, consumers are encouraged to install rooftop
solar. This situation will become critical soon if no more
conventional power is installed to the system. By using fast-
active power injection to the system, the abovementioned
problem, as well as the load shedding process, could be
minimized. Alternatively, the schemes of load shedding
could be modified.

METHODS OF FAST-ACTIVE POWER
INJECTION

The objective of fast-active power injection is to make the
frequency response of the system as close as possible to that
without solar penetration, as shown in Figure 1, to achieve steady
recovery.

Energy system storage can be implemented with solar PV to
achieve dynamic stability. According to Bostrom et al. (2013), the
usage of supercapacitors combined with the battery energy
storage system is useful to stabilize the system. The combined
system has lesser buffering time and short-term fluctuations in
output power, which avoid harmful, frequent short-duration
reversals of power flow to the battery system. For a battery or

FIGURE 1 | Dynamic frequency response.
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supercapacitor to be used effectively, the state of charge (SOC)
must be known accurately.

In the case of a battery, the SOC is usually defined as the level
of charge (or available capacity) of the battery relative to its full
capacity. Due to the absence of an easy method of measuring the
charge or available capacity on a continuous basis, there is an
ambiguity in the declared result which can lead to confusion and
errors (Mpoweruk.com, 2004).

In the case of a supercapacitor, the SOC is defined as in Eq. 3:

SOC% � V2 − V2
min

V2
max − V2

min

× 100%. (3)

In this case, the minimum voltage and the maximum voltage are
defined as the high and low voltages of the DC voltage ripple.
Researchers (Bostrom et al., 2013) show that even though the
charging cycles of the supercapacitors are high, the energy that
can be stored is comparatively less than that in a battery.
Therefore, using supercapacitors can be useful for voltage
dips or spikes that can occur in the solar profile. As
discussed in the study by Hiray and Kushare (2013), the
supercapacitors can store a large amount of energy. However,
unlike in batteries, the supercapacitor has a small charging and
discharging time. Hiray and Kushare (2013) have simulated the
supercapacitor model to operate in three main scenarios. The
normal condition states that the total load is supplied by the
generator. The energy discharging mode is reached by injecting
energy when there is a fault. Finally, the charging mode is
reached when the demand is less than the supply so that the
capacitors can be charged. According to Hiray and Kushare
(2013), 2 MW for duration of 2 s can be delivered by this
mechanism. In this method, the supercapacitor has simply
been connected to the grid via an inverter. Simulations have
been successfully carried out as per Hiray and Kushare (2013) to
inject power in transient conditions. By this method, the
supercapacitors can inject power to the grid until the BESS is
energized and start delivering power.

Battery energy storage system (BESS) is also a method to inject
the active power to the system. According to Hill et al. (2012), in
the case of distribution of solar power penetration, the BESS can
be used to maintain the solar power generation at a steady value
rather than generating as per the profile changes. Solar power
being generated during the day creates its own inherent problems.
As the generation of solar power increases, the demand of power
seen by the utilizer reduces. Therefore, the seen load follows a
duck curve as explained in the study by energy Howlader et al.
(2017). The critical problem rises if the duck curve affects the base
load of the Sri Lankan power system which is 1,200 MW; then
large thermal generation plants will have to be de-loaded,
allowing them to undergo severe thermal stress. Further, since
the ramp rate of these conventional generators is low compared to
that of solar PV generation, there will be severe demand–supply
load imbalances. The government policy in Sri Lanka is to
increase the renewable energy up to 80% of the total energy
generation by 2030 as discussed in the presidential manifesto in
Sri Lanka (Vistas of Prosperity and Splendor) in 2019. Therefore,
the mentioned situation will arise as a share of the base load of the
country will also be generated by the renewable energy sources. In
the study by Howlader et al. (2017), BESS and pumped storage are
suggested to be used to remedy this situation. The BESS is
typically connected to the grid in parallel with the source or
loads it is providing benefits to, whereas traditional
uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs) are installed in series
with their loads. The power conversion unit is typically a
bidirectional unit capable of four-quadrant operation.
Therefore, both active and reactive power can be absorbed as
well as generated from this method meeting the demand that is
constantly fluctuated due to the variation of solar penetration.

In a small power system, it is not that uncommon to see a
frequency deviation of 1 Hz for a small power variation. However,
for a large power system, even a frequency deviation of 0.1 Hz
requires a variation of thousands of megawatts. This discussion is
carried out in the study by Chang-Chien et al. (2007). On January
10, 2019, the European grid faced a frequency dip of 49.8 Hz. The

FIGURE 2 | Dynamic frequency response when thermal and hydro generation is at their maximum.
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permissible fluctuation of frequency in the European grid was
±10 mHz. In the study by Sperling (2019), it is explained that the
frequency had changed from 50 to 49.8 Hz over a time of 1 h.
However, in a low inertia small power system, where there is
solar penetration, the effect of the frequency can be governed by
the BESS as it fluctuates drastically. In case of frequency
increment, the generation is more than the demand, and
therefore, the BESS can be charged. In case of a machine
tripping and thereby the demand rising above the generation,
the BESS should discharge. Therefore, unlike in the
synchronous generator, the governor operation of a BESS is
replaced with frequency threshold values to discharge and
charge.

The Australian government with the collaboration of Tesla has
installed a Mega Lithium-Ion battery bank with a capacity of
100 MW and can store energy of 129 MWh in 2017 as discussed
in the study by Lambert (2018). The battery bank which had been
installed is responsible to achieve dynamic stability of the system.
It was stated that the newly installed battery bank is responsible
for the reduction of frequency control and ancillary service
(FCAS) generators, which consist of large and costly gas
generators and steam turbines which are powered to
compensate the loss of generation during the frequency
containment region period. Here, Tesla mega battery bank has
taken over 55% of the FCAS services, and therefore, the cost has
reduced by 90%. The BESS installed in Australia had saved over $
40 million during the first year by stabilizing and balancing the
region’s unreliable grid.

Lithium-ion batteries of capacity 25 MW are to be installed
(Beltran, 2017) in the Belgium system to supply to ancillary
services. These are developed due to the increment penetration of
RES. Furthermore, the imperial irrigation district (IID) in
California, United States, has installed BESS to improve
reliability. They too have used lithium-ion batteries as the
storage medium. The launched project was a 30 MW/20 MWh
battery system. In addition to that, as per Beltran (2017), the
installed BESS can fluctuate its production power in a range of
60 MW. It is because that during charging cycles, the power
generated is −30 MW and during discharging, 30 MW. A
conventional gas turbine generator which has the same ratings
could only vary its power output from zero to 30 MW.
Furthermore, it takes few minutes to start and synchronize to
the grid, whereas the BESS can be coupled with the system within
seconds.

The Golden Valley Electric Association (GVEA) installed the
nickel–cadmium BESS (Beltran, 2017) as spinning reserves in
case of a line fault or a generator fault. The installation capacity
was 40 MW. The major difference in GVEA and IID installations
is that the Ni–Cd battery does not give the smoothing effect for
renewable systems compared to the Li-ion battery. Further,
lithium-ion batteries are completely sealed and do not require
the electrolyte maintenance needed by nickel–cadmium batteries.
In addition, lithium-ion batteries are replaced as soon as they
start showing performance issues. In the study by Swierczynski
et al. (2013), it was stated that grid-tied energy storage system
(ESS) presents itself as a solution for conventional generation
units (CGUs).

Considering the study by Swierczynski et al. (2013), the Danish
power system has successfully installed a 1.6 MW/0.4MWh Li-ion
energy storage system to achieve primary frequency regulation.

The efficiency of the Li-ion batteries is broadly discussed in the
study by Li and Tseng (2015). As per Li and Tseng (2015), the
total rechargeable energy cannot be converted into chemical
energy. The charging–discharging efficiency is calculated by
the ratio of input and output energy of the battery. The ratio
between the output energy and the chemical energy stored in the
battery can be defined as the energy efficiency under discharging.
The stored energy of the battery is as given in Eq. 4:

ΔEbattery � ∫t

t0

VOCVIdt � ∫SOC(t)

SOC(0)
VOCVCndSOC . (4)

The open circuit voltage (OCV) can be measured by several
methods. The conventional method is used to measure the
terminal voltage of the battery, after disconnection, and after a
certain time of charging/discharging for the cell to reach to a
certain state of charge (SOC) and longtime relaxation. The
discharging energy can be denoted by Eq. 5.

ΔEout � ∫t

t0

VdisIdisdt � ∫SOC(t)

SOC(0)
VdisCndSOC . (5)

The overall efficiency is

ηdis �
ΔEout

ΔEbattery
. (6)

According to Barin (Barin et al., 2011), multiple ESSs were
analyzed to see the optimal method. There were three aspects
considered to compare eight alternatives of ESS. The eight
methods of ESSs are as shown below.

• Compressed air
• Pumped hydro
• Supercapacitors
• VRB flow batteries
• Lithium-ion batteries
• Sodium sulfide advanced batteries
• Flywheels
• Hydrogen storage

These methods of energy storages had been evaluated in six
aspects. Afterward, these criteria were prioritized by three clusters.

1) Power quality scenario: 1st power quality, 2nd efficiency and
load management, 3rd technical maturity, 4th environmental
impacts, and 5th costs.

2) Costs scenario: 1st costs, 2nd efficiency and power quality, 3rd load
management, 4th technicalmaturity, and5th environmental impacts.

3) Environment scenario: 1st environmental impacts, 2nd
efficiency and load management, 3rd technical maturity,
4th power quality, and 5th costs.

The lithium-ionBESS is selected as the best over the other alternatives
in scenario 1. Flywheels supersede all alternatives in all three scenarios.
When comparing thepower quality criteria between theflywheel and the
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lithium-ion battery, Barin et al. (2011) and Liao et al. (2018) stated that
the latter is better than the prior. The simulations which had been
conducted here only consider the power quality aspect. Therefore, all
simulations were conducted by simulating the ESS as a BESS.

SIMULATION RESULTS USING ENERGY
SYSTEM STORAGE FOR ACTIVE POWER
INJECTION

Simulations were conducted by using a 50 MW battery supply
connected to a load center. Since the sample power system was
the Sri Lankan grid, the load center was the Kolonnawa grid
substation, as shown in Figure 3.

The simulations were done only for machine tripping. The
worst-case scenario is an ejection of 275 MW of power
generation from the Lakvijaya Power Station at Puttalam.
Further, another simulation was conducted by withdrawing
60 MW from the system. In the simulations, the frequency
response and the battery charging and discharging cycle were
observed. In the simulations, the solar power which was
generated was 246 MW. Figure 4 shows the frequency

response of the rejection of 275 MW of the power system
when the battery is installed and when it is not.

Even though a 50-MW battery bank is incorporated in the
system, it is seen that stage one load shedding has commenced.
However, due to the presence of the battery, the frequency settles at
a favorable value than that in the system without the battery bank.

Figure 5 shows the frequency response when a rejection of
60 MW occurs. The placement of the 60 MW generating plant is

FIGURE 3 | 50 MW BESS connected to Kolonnawa bus.

FIGURE 4 | Frequency response with and without battery bank in case
of 275 MW rejection.
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shown in Figure 3 too. Observing the graphs, it is possible to see that
underfrequency load shedding does not occur in the casewhen a battery
is incorporated. Further, by the charging and the discharging cycle of the
two scenarios, it is evident that a battery which can produce more than
50MW is not necessary for the case of machine disturbances.

Figure 6 shows the power at the Kolonnawa grid substation
where the battery bank is installed. It is visible from the graphs that
the maximum power output does not saturate at 50MW. Therefore,
installing a battery bank having a rating of more than 50MWmight
not be economical. In both scenarios, after 60 s, the power output
decreases as the charging cycle activates.

The battery in PSS/E simulations was modeled as generator
with unity power factor. The generator model that is used here is
REGCAU1, and the excitation system is REECBU1. The control
models which were used are shown in Figure 7.

Following are the inputs that were used in the REECAU1 and
REPCAU1 models which depict the BESS that is incorporated to
the PSS/E.

FIGURE 5 | Frequency of the system when rejection of 60 MW generation from the system occurs.

FIGURE 6 | Power rejection cycle of the battery bank.

FIGURE 7 | The structure of model REECAU1 and REECBU1.
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As per the study by Thomee (2018), there are two regions to
frequency response: the frequency containment region (FCR) and the
frequency restoration region (FRR). Here, the FCR concentrates on the
initial response of the frequency in case of sudden change, whereas the
FRR is focused on the recovery component. As soon as a disturbance
occurs, the frequency drops, as can be seen in Figures 1, 2, 4, and 5.
This drop period is observed in the FCR. This is then followed by a
recovery process which can be divided into two sections, namely,
automatic FRR andmanual FRR. The simulations that were conducted
involving BESS were focused mostly on the aFRR. Further, when
comparing the BESS over supercapacitors, the reaction speed of the
supercapacitor is much faster as per Hiray and Kushare (2013).
Therefore, the system is more stable if the BESS is incorporated
together with a supercapacitor.

When comparing the frequency responses in Figures 4, 5, it is
quite clear that the BESS plays a significant role when the FRR is
considered. Further, the difference between FRR and FCR is also
improved when the BESS is installed. Table 1 shows changes in
values when the BESS is placed and when it is not.

Table 1 reflects the fact that therewill be a faster frequency recovery
when the BESS is installed. However, when there is a rejection of
60MW, there is no underfrequency load shedding present when the
BESS is incorporated. Therefore, the recovery does not come to the
category of frequency recovery after contingency. Due to the presence
of the BESS, there is no load shedding present.

SIMULATION RESULTS USING ENERGY
SYSTEM STORAGE IN A SINGLE FEEDER
FOR ACTIVE POWER INJECTION

The second part of the simulations was conducted by obtaining
results in a single feeder. The BESS was oriented in the downstream,
and the BESS was modeled to act as an uninterrupted power
supply (UPS) to the feeder. So as soon as the frequency falls
beyond 49.5 Hz, the BESS takes over the feeder and maintains
the frequency at nominal. Here, a distribution feeder was
selected, and it was simulated using power system computer
aided design (PSCAD). The PCC was decided as the location in
which the 33 kV couples itself with the main power system. The
Thevenin equivalent impedance was determined using fault level

calculations. 0.1338 + 0.5669j was the Thevenin impedance which
was incorporated to the variable frequency voltage source at the
PCC. Domestic solar penetrations were modeled as constant current
sources as the terminal voltage should be maintained as a constant
value despite the amount of solar generation. Even though there are
huge fluctuations in solar power generation within a few second
time, it is negligible compared to distributed generation within 100 s.
Figure 8 shows the modeled feeder in PSCAD.

The power injected from the BESS was recorded as 13.3 MVA
in the simulation. Obtaining the actual interruptions of the feeder
due to UFLS during the year 2019, it was evident that the
simulation results were in par with the actual results obtained
by the utility. Table 2 shows the actual occasions in which UFLS
had been operated shutting down the selected feeder.

The transition from the grid to the BESS should be a smooth
transition. The BESS power injection was controlled by a
sinusoidal PWM inverter. Smooth transition is not present,
and the BESS takes over without proper synchronization. At
49.5 Hz, transition is decreased. The grid has been disconnected,
and the BESS takes over at the same time. In practical
circumstances, this will not happen as there is a time lag
between the two incidents.

To find a remedy to the switching problem at hand, the
virtual synchronous generator (VSG) concept was incorporated.
As per Ujjwol (Tamrakar et al., 2017), there are four types of
VSG models. The synchronous generator (SG) model, swing
equation model, frequency–power response based approach,
and droop-based approach are the four models addressed in
the study by Tamrakar et al. (2017). The swing equation model
was chosen in this case, and the merits of the method are as
follows:

• Simpler model than SG-based model
• Frequency derivative not required
• PLL used only for synchronization

The swing equation model as per Tamrakar et al. (2017) solves
the conventional swing equation in the time domain and acts as a
synchronous generator.

Pin − Pout � Jωm
dωm

dt
+ DΔω, (7)

TABLE 1 | Frequency and power response.

Without 50 MW BESS

Rejected power (MW) Minimum frequency (Hz) Initial recovery rate (df/dt) Load shedding present or
not

275 48.41 0.07 Hz/s Present
60 48.75 0.103 Hz/s Present

With 50 MW BESS

Rejected power (MW) Minimum frequency (Hz) Initial recovery rate (df/dt) Load shedding present or
not

Rate of change
of power discharge
in BESS (dP/dt)

275 48.44 0.1 Hz/s Present 1.35 MW/s
60 49.13 0.08 Hz/s Not present 0.97 Mw/s
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Δω � ωm − ωg (8)
where

• Pin: input power
• Pout: output power of the inverter
• wm: virtual angular frequency

• wg: grid/reference angular frequency
• J: moment of inertia
• Dp: damping factor

Here, “Pin” is like the input power of a synchronous generator.
To simulate the VSG, the damping coefficient and the inertia

FIGURE 8 | Modeled power distribution feeder.

TABLE 2 | UFLS instances occurred in the selected feeder.

Date Time duration of
interruption (min)

Load
amount shredded (MVA)

Unserved energy (kWh)

February 11, 2019 28 2.6 1,214
March 1, 2019 10 13.9 2,317
March 11, 2019 16 13.9 3,707
March 18, 2019 17 13.7 3,882
November 24, 2019 6 1 100
December 21, 2019 13 1 217
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constant were to be determined. The damping coefficient was
selected as 50 MWs, and the moment of inertia was 2,435 kgm2.
Figure 9 shows the control system of the VSG. Here, a phase
locked loop (PLL) has been incorporated to track the voltage

waveform. The PLL signal is determined by the voltage that is
been observed at the 11 kV bus bar.

The output of the model denoted as “Ref” is the reference
frequency to the PWM inverters’ reference waveform.

FIGURE 9 | Swing equation based VSG model.

FIGURE 10 | Transition from grid to BESS.

FIGURE 11 | Control diagram of the inverter.
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A smooth transition occurred when the method was
implemented, and the voltage waveform at transition is shown
in Figure 10. Further, to obtain the required reactive power as
well as to achieve the desired voltage at the terminal, the inverter
was controlled as per Figure 11. This combines the VSG model
shown in Figure 9 with the grid tied inverter model. Here, the
indirect method of current sensing is used and is combined with
state vector PWM. The proposed method of grid following
inverters in Hyosung Kim (Kim et al., 2008) states that the
inverter requires current feedback too. However, in the
proposed method, as per Figure 11, the voltage is concerned,
and it should be maintained at the desired value when unwanted
tripping occurs in the feeder due to upstream fault conditions.
Therefore, here, only the voltages and the power are considered as
the BESS, and remaining power is calculated by observing the
discharge current.

The UFLS tripping is not an instantaneous tripping method.
As referred earlier, the tripping of a feeder occurs when certain
criteria are fulfilled. Therefore, prior to tripping, it is a possible
state that the selected feeder will undergo a tripping after finite
time duration. This phenomenon was added to the simulation.
The BESS was synchronized as soon as the frequency was 49.5 Hz,
and the main grid was disconnected from the system at 49.25 Hz.
Figure 12 shows the frequency fluctuation of the voltage
waveform.

The frequency in Figure 12 was measured using zero
crossings. The three-phase voltages were obtained, and the
period between the zero crossings was recorded. The
frequency has been determined by taking the average of
these time durations and calculating the frequency.
Equation 8 shows the method of determining the
frequency of the simulation.

FIGURE 12 | Frequency fluctuation of the voltage.

FIGURE 13 | Amplitude response of fundamental and harmonic frequencies.
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f (t) � 1
6

6
δt1 + δt2 + δt3 + δt4 + δt5 + δt6

. (9)

As per Eq. 8, the frequency is measured within a period of one
cycle. As it considers all zero crossings in all three phases, the
evaluated time is 20 ms. This results in high-frequency spikes
during transition periods even though the voltage waveform has a
smooth transition. At 15.75 s, the BESS takes over the feeder. At
this moment, Figure 12 shows frequency fluctuation between
42.2 and 52 Hz. In Figure 12, the frequency had not been affected
drastically as there is a smooth transition comparing Figures 9,
11. However, the fluctuation is shown from 42.2 to 52 Hz.

However, in the study by Xue et al. (2007), few frequency
measurement methods were introduced, which are as follows:

• Modified zero-crossing methods.
• Discrete Fourier transformation
• Orthogonal decomposition
• Signal demodulation
• Phase-locked loop
• Least square optimization
• Artificial intelligence
• Wavelet transform
• Quadratic forms
• Prony method
• Taylor approximation
• Numerical analysis

By following the discrete Fourier transformation method, the
frequency and the amplitude of waveform against time are shown
in Figure 13. As shown in Figure 13, the fundamental waveform
dictates the total voltage waveform. Further, compared to other
harmonic components, the fundamental is much more
than them.

From Figure 13, it is quite visible that the fundamental
waveform peak was 8.98 kV, which is the phasor voltage peak
of the 11 kV bus. It can be conclusive here that the BESS could
effectively take over the selected feeder by using the proposed
control mechanism. However, the charging and the discharging
methods of the BESS are yet to be determined.

The voltage and the frequency of the selected feeder have been
kept at its nominal value via the VSGmethod. Themodel which is
depicted here can be used in any other feeders, and the fault is
occurred in the upstream.

CONCLUSION

The study has shown that the dynamic stability of the Sri Lankan
power system is reduced as the solar power penetration is
increased as there is a reduction of the system rotational
masses. Figure 1 shows that recovery of the system is
smoother in the case of zero solar power penetration and it
does not show a steady restoration once solar penetration is
present. Further, by analyzing the two inertia constants in the two
scenarios, it was possible to state which system is more stable. The
inertia constant when solar penetration was present was 3.97 and

4.26 s in the case of conventional generation. Due to the reduction
of inertia, the system gets weaker. Therefore, to avoid a complete
blackout due to a sudden rejection of power generation in the
system, underfrequency load-shedding schemes are being
introduced. The installation of the BESS and supercapacitors
at load centers would inject active power to the system as soon as
a sudden frequency decrease occurs or absorbing active power as
soon as a sudden frequency increase is detected.

As per prior research, it was conclusive that supercapacitors
have more charging and discharging cycles, but it has less energy
storage than the BESS. However, in the simulations that were
conducted here, the discussion between supercapacitors and the
BESS was not conducted.

Simulations were conducted on the Sri Lankan power system
by connecting a BESS at a grid substation. The BESS was
modeled as a zero-inertia generator, and the results of the
simulations depicted that by installing a BESS, dynamic
stability can be achieved as for some contingencies,
underfrequency load shedding will not act. The simulations
were conducted by using a 50-MW BESS at a heavy load center.
However, due to the high capital and maintenance, cost
simulations were conducted in the feeder level.

Simulations were also conducted on a single feeder, and the
BESS was used as a UPS to the feeder. Therefore, once the
frequency was below the threshold value of 49.5 Hz, the BESS
took over the feeder. The smooth transition between the grid and
the feeder was simulated by incorporating the swing
equation–based VSG. For the VSG parameters, a conventional
synchronous generator’s parameters were incorporated. The
damping coefficient was selected as 50 MWs, and the moment
of inertia was 2,435 kgm2. VSG coupled with the inverter which
maintained the voltage of the feeder was able to inject both active
and reactive power as per the demand. The results obtained were
promising as the voltages and the system frequency matched the
nominal system parameters.

The constraint lies among the cost, resources, and the inverter
technology. These constraints must be addressed in future studies.
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